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Abstract
Explainability is more and more considered a crucial property to be featured by AI-based systems,
including those engineered in terms of agents and multi-agent systems. This property is primarily
important at the user level, to increase e.g. system trustworthiness, but can play an important role
also at the engineering level, to support activities such as debugging and validation. In this paper, we
focus on BDI agent systems and introduce a multi-level explainability framework to understand the
system’s behaviour that targets different classes of users: developers who implement the system, software
designers who verify the soundness and final users. A prototype implementation of a tool based on the
JaCaMo platform for multi-agent systems is adopted to explore the idea in practice.
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1. Introduction

Explainability emerged in recent years as an important desired property for AI-based systems [1].
Among these systems, autonomous agents and MAS play a prominent role [2]: explainability in
that case mainly concerns the decisions and actions that agents autonomously make and perform
in order to accomplish their tasks. The key concept is to provide a level of understanding of the
behaviour through (usually text based) explanations that can better convey the decision making
processes and enable users to validate the motivations of the choices taken by the AI system –
being it an agent, a Convolutional Neural Network or a cutting-edge generative system.

Actually, explainability is a crucial property not only from a user perspective, but also from an
engineering one, to support activities of developers and designers involved in debugging [3] and
validation of the system behaviour [4, 5]. In this context, the model and architecture adopted
for designing and programming agents can play a key role. In particular, high-level cognitive
models/architectures such as Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) [6] provide in principle a natural
support to explainability by design. This has been clearly recognized in literature by different
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approaches in the last two decade [7, 4], including works about exploiting explainability for
debugging BDI agents [3, 8], and validating BDI agent behaviour [5].

Existing works based on BDI agent programming languages/platforms typically work on
traces generated by the agent at runtime, and build explanations based on the specific operational
semantics on which the specific agent programming language is based. The level of abstraction
of the explanation is then the one, directly provided by the agent programming language
adopted.

In this paper, we argue that explaining and understanding that behaviour and system could be
important at multiple levels of abstraction, from developers working at the implementation level
with e.g. some specific agent programming languages, up to designers and engineers that may
want to abstract from details of the specific technologies used to implement agents focusing
more at the architectural level, and finally the domain expert and user level, who focus on the
functional and non-functional requirements of the system as a whole, abstracting from how the
system has been built. In that perspective, in this paper we propose a multi-level explainability
framework, a conceptual framework and a supporting prototype tool that make it possible to
create narratives explaining the behaviour of an agent at multiple levels of abstractions, meant
to be useful at different levels – developers, designers, users.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of
the conceptual framework, and then we discuss the three main levels that we identified: the
implementation level (Section 3), the knowledge level (Section 4) and the domain level (Section
5). In Section 6 we describe a prototype implementation of a tool to generate such explanations,
based on an existing MAS platform (JaCaMo [9]). Finally, in Section 7 we reflect on the open
challenges to bring this approach to its full potential and future work.

2. Logs as Narratives to Explain and Understand - A Multi-Level
Perspective

In this paper, we build on top of the idea of using logs to examine the behaviour of a software
system by applying it to multi-agent systems with a novel angle which is to include multiple
levels of explanation generated from the same set of logs. Commonly, explainability in agent
systems is achieved focusing on a single agent that produces a single explanation for a single
purpose. Our research introduces a different approach by presenting an explainability framework
for agents and multi-agent systems that deals with multiple levels of abstraction that can be
used with different purposes by different classes of users.

We start from the idea that explanations in the MAS community have been used either
as support for comprehending the behaviour of a running system [10, 11] or for software
engineering processes such as collaboration with designers and domain experts [12], debug-
ging [8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], as well as testing and validation of agent behaviours [18, 19, 20, 12, 21].
All of these use cases require to deal with different levels of abstraction in the generated expla-
nation since they target specific classes of users with different needs and objectives.

When developing explanations though, it is important that they are understandable and
useful to users, the aim is to maximise the perceived usefulness and generate explanations that
are user-friendly. These are key aspects that influence how users can benefit from the provided



explanations. To achieve this, instead of providing explanations in a traditional technical format
or presenting directly with the raw format of the log, explanations are often provided as text in
natural language. In our approach we use the idea of a narrative to indicate a specific level
of abstraction in which the explanation is provided. There are similar works in the literature
that present the explanation in the form of dialogues [22] or stories at the agent level [20],
system or user level [18, 19] to check the correctness of the system. The narrative is particularly
effective in making the explanation accessible to a wider audience. Developers, designers, and
users who are not fully familiar with the technical complexities of agent systems can easily
understand the concepts and motivations when they are presented in a narrative, story-like
form. It’s interesting then to understand whether a unified approach can lead to better results,
allowing users to switch between multiple possible levels of explanation when in need.

The first step to generate explanations is to collect data about the running system: a simple
and valuable approach is derived from the system trace by a logging approach, such as in [3]
and [15], where the authors export traces from the execution system and programmers can ask
why questions for events that require explanations, following the idea of the Whyline approach
[23].

Logging can be either explicit when the developer takes an active part in selecting which
information are logged, or implicit when the overall execution platform captures and builds
traces without external intervention. For our framework, we chose to rely on implicit logging,
in order to be able to store, organise, and rely on the same kind of logs of agents behaviour to
generate automatic explanations of the system’s behaviour without bothering the developer
with additional steps to be included in its code. On top of the data collected with this approach,
we then generate different layers of explanation that target different classes of users with
different purposes.

It is worth noticing that generally the level of explanation is more abstract when it deals with
less technical users, and can be seen as hierarchically built on top of the lower ones. At the
same time, in MAS engineering several dimensions are interesting when we move from a single
agent to a multi-agent systems, namely the interaction dimension that concerns exchange of
messages between agents, the environment dimension concerning the actions of multiple agents
in a shared space and the organisational dimension which considers norms and social structures.
Different levels of explanation are possible also considering these orthogonal dimensions, in
order to target the specific dimension that better resonates with the user of the system. We
refer to this approach as “multi-level explainability”, its idea is represented in Figure 1, from
the multi-level abstraction of the individual agent (Figure 1a) to multiple dimensions involving
the multi-agent system (Figure 1b). The primary levels of abstraction identified in this study
are as follows:

• the Implementation Level We start with a detailed narrative closely related to the Agent
and Multi-Agent System at a technical level that facilitates the developers to understand
the agent’s behaviour. It could also be a good reference for the debugging and testing
phases of the software engineering process.

• the Knowledge Level At this level, we propose using the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
model [6] to represent the cognitive aspect of agents. The BDI model is a valuable
abstraction for explaining the agent’s high-level decisions. BDI agents have beliefs – their
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Figure 1: The conceptual idea of multi-level explainability from multiple perspectives

knowledge about the world and themselves, desires – the objective that agents want to
achieve, and intentions – agent’s decision to perform actions for pursuing a particular
goal. [24, 25] Through rational reasoning, the agent has a set of goals to achieve and uses
its knowledge and beliefs to decide the actions to be taken. This is particularly conducive
to the creation of a valid explanation at the knowledge level. Regardless of the specific
implementation of the system. This level is a good abstraction for designers who want
to comprehend the current behaviour system, to interact with other stakeholders and
developers or to formulate new requirements for improving the system.

• the Domain Level The previous level can be extended to a higher one incorporating
the domain-specific knowledge and insights. This vision provides a comprehensive
understanding related to the system’s high-level behaviour and requirements that involve
end-users and domain experts. We believe this is the ultimate level of abstraction that
can be reached, so that users that are expert in the domain can understand seamlessly the
behaviour of the system as if it was described by other humans.

These abstraction levels are designed to be flexible, allowing different groups of users to access
explanations from different perspectives. Each level of explanation includes all the relevant
information necessary for a complete understanding of that specific abstraction. Consequently,
these levels are considered fully self-contained. This means that all explanations, properties and
tools necessary for the evaluation of behaviour at a given level are enclosed within that level,
avoiding considering the details of other levels.

Explanations at higher levels of abstraction are built on top of explanations at lower levels.
This modular process involves keeping or combining the most relevant explanations and pre-
senting them in a more abstract, higher-level way, depending on the desired level of abstraction.

Although we include in the idea of multi-level explainability also the different dimensions of
a MAS, in this first exploratory study we focused only on the Agent dimension. In the following



sections, the levels presented above will be explained in detail with examples of how they were
defined for the Agent dimension and as such focusing on the explanation of the behaviour of
each individual agent in the system.

3. Narratives for Developers – the Implementation Level

At the implementation level, the explanation of behaviour is presented in a very close way to the
raw log produced with the system execution. It is a low, detailed, and technical level that follows
the operational semantics of the programming language used to code the agents. The narrative
at this level describes the entire history of the agent at a detailed level, including very technical
aspects and the inner workings of the agent. The explanation of the agent can also be extended
to a multi-agent system (MAS) perspective. Considering the fact that each agent is autonomous
and operates with its own cycle and execution time, a multi-agent view requires associating a
log trace for each agent in the system. For a more consistent and robust explanation, a log could
also be associated with the environment and organisation. This narrative can be navigated by
the developer and is an excellent tool for understanding intricate Agent and MAS code and for
engineering phases such as debugging, validation, and testing.

In a debugging scenario, through the explanation of the agents’ decisions and the motivation
leading to such choices, the developer can follow the trace of decisions and actions and find
the cause of the bug or failure in order to correct the problem effectively. In order to locate
the cause of such behaviour, it is essential that the narrative explain how and why an event or
action is occurring. Understanding the reasons behind certain decisions is extremely useful to
help developers during the debugging phases. [3, 26] With an extension to the environment,
the developer can check whether the problem is located in the agent’s program or in the
environment’s program.

During the testing and validation phases, developers can use the explanation of the agents,
take the narrative, and check the requirements to see if they meet them, or compare the narrative
with the user stories of the system to ensure alignment. [19, 20]

Agent programming may be exploited even for classic cognitive agents and multi-agent
systems that use logic-based languages such as Jason [27] for the agent side and JaCaMo [28, 9]
for multi-agent systems with more dimensions. These agent programming languages have
a higher level of abstraction centred on agents with a mental state and reasoning process
consisting of concepts such as beliefs, goals, plans, intentions, actions, etc. In this case, the
logging of the agent’s behaviour follows its reasoning cycle events, providing a detailed trace of
key events in the agent’s decision-making process. It allows developers to keep track of every
change in the agent’s plan library and belief base, record every state of goals and intentions,
register agents’ decisions and actions in pursuit of their goals, and follow interactions with
other agents in the multi-agent system.

We have identified the following types of events and their related narratives according to the
concepts of AgentSpeak and Jason. Operating by the concepts, we can apply the same reasoning
to another language and consider its semantics.



Belief Events – There are events that can change an agent’s belief base, including the
complete addition or removal of a belief or referring only to a source, a new perception from
the environment, or a new message from another agent.

• Belief Added: “Added belief [belief]”
• Belief From Src Added: “Added belief [belief] from source source”
• Belief From Src Removed: “Removed belief [belief] from source source”
• Belief Removed: “Removed belief [belief]
• New Percept: “New [type] percept [percept] from [source]”
• New Speech Act Message: “New speech act message [type] from [source]:
[message]”

Goal Events – Events related to a goal are based on their current state and the agent’s
commitment to achieving them. The initial state of a goal is pending, denoting that it is
essentially a desire at this point. If an applicable plan is discovered, the goal becomes an
intention and the agent fully commits to pursuing it, the state then moves to executing. Then,
because of some events, the state can be waiting or resumed. Finally, a goal may conclude its
lifecycle by moving into one of the three terminal states: dropped - by special internal action,
achieved - successfully completed or failed - if there is no plan or by internal action.

• Goal Created: “Goal [goal] created, state: pending”
• Plan Selected: “Plan [goal] selected, state: executing” – when the agent selected a

plan for committing the goal, the goal becomes an intention, and from there an intention
event is created, and we can have these events:

– Intention Created: “Intention [id] created, state: running, current step:
[current_intention_step]”

– Intention Waiting: “Intention [id] waiting because [reason], state: waiting,
current step: [current_intention_step]”

– Intention Suspended: “Intention [id] suspended because [reason], state: sus-
pended, current step: [current_intention_step]”

– Intention Removed: “Intention id removed because reason, state: undefined”

• Goal Suspended: “Goal [goal] suspended because [reason]”
• Goal Removed: “Goal [goal] removed because the goal is
[achieved/dropped/failed]”

Other Jason events Other significant events in Jason that contribute to the representation
of the agent’s behaviour are:

• Reasoning Cycle Started: “New reasoning cycle started: [number]”
• Plan Events – events that refer to change in the agent’s plan library:

– Plan Added: “Plan [plan] added to the plan library”
– Plan Removed: “Plan [plan] removed from the plan library”



• Action Events – actions that the agent executes for pursuing its goal:

– Internal Action Finished: “Internal action [action] finished”
– External Action Triggered: “External action [action] triggered”
– External Action Finished: “External action [action] executed”
– Executed Deed: “Deed [deed] executed, type: [deed_type]”

• Speech Act Messages – events relating to the exchange of messages with other agents:

– Mailbox Messages: “Messages in mailbox: [type] message from [agent]:
[message], [type] message from [agent]: [message], ...”

– Selected Message: “Selected message: [message]”
– New Speech Act Message: “New speech act message [type] from [agent]:
[message]”

– Send Message: Send [type] message to [agent]: [message]

4. Narratives for Designers – the Knowledge Level

The implementation level has too many technical and code-related aspects, and its narrative
is not particularly suitable for users who are not familiar with programming. Designers, for
example, who want to understand and improve the system are more interested in the aspects of
the system and the agent than the programming aspects related to the specific language. This is
the motivation for the need for a higher and more abstract level.

A good level of abstraction is the cognitive aspect of the agent, which we can exploit the
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) abstraction [6] to represent at the knowledge level. This model is
advantageous for generating explanations because it relies on concepts that closely resemble
those used by humans to explain their actions. [5] These mentalistic explanations can follow
human intuitions, as the agent’s behaviour is attributed to the beliefs, desires, and intentions
present in the system at a given time. Specifically, the agent has a set of desires that he wants to
satisfy. Based on his observations of the environment and the features he perceives, the agent
updates its beliefs and finds a more appropriate and favourable plan that enables him to pursue
some desire. The agent then commits to an intention that the agent follows by performing
actions that should leave to the desire’s satisfaction. [24, 29, 25]

The narrative at this Knowledge level is centred around these concepts and reported in first
person to make it more expressive, as if the agents themselves were narrating their experiences
and thought processes. The explanation is more vivid and accessible, allowing users to enter
into the agent’s reasoning and possibly identify themselves with the agent in that specific
situation as we do with other human beings. The events we have identified at this Knowledge
level are shown below.

Belief Events For belief, we have identified three main events related to its possible operations:
adding, removing, and updating.

• New Belief: “I believe [belief] because [reason]”.
• Belief Removed: “I no longer believe in [belief]”.
• Belief Updated: “I update the belief [old_belief] to [new_belief]”.
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Desire Events Desire events follow their own life cycle: creation, commitment, satisfaction,
or dropped.

• New Desire: “I have a new desire [desire] because it is an initial desire”.
• Desire Committed/New Intention: “I committed to desire [desire], and it became a

new intention [intention]”.
• Desire Satisfied: “I have satisfied my desire [desire] because its intention
[intention] has finished”.

• Desire Dropped: “I gave up desire [desire] because its intention [intention]
failed”.

Intention Events Intention represents a commitment or plan formed by an agent to achieve
a specific desired outcome.

• Desire Committed/New Intention: “I committed to desire [desire], and it became a
new intention [intention]”.

• Executing Action: “I executed action [action] because of intention [intention]”.

The proposed narrative is simple and concise, but at the same time, it provides all the
information needed to understand the agent’s behaviour at the Knowledge level.

In our current research, we are focusing on the Jason technology. Given the events at the
implementation level and knowing the operational semantics of Jason and AgentSpeak, we can
devise some rules for patterns of events that can be mapped into a new event at the knowledge
level. An illustrative example of this event mapping is presented in Figure 2. For instance, a
Desire Committed event at the Knowledge level, in which the desire is chosen and the agent
commits to it, is grounded by Select Plan, Plan Selected, and Intention Created events at the
implementation level. While a Belief Updated event is associated with Belief Removed and Belief
Added events at the implementation level. Such a mapping is crucial to build the multi-level
explanation, we argue that given any implementation level, given a mapping it would be possible
to generate a knowledge level explanation of the system, with the benefits that a BDI-based
explanation has from a user understanding perspective.



Knowledge Level Implementation Level
New Belief Belief Added
“I believe b because I annotated it in my mind
for future reference”

“Added belief b”

New Percept
“I believe b because I perceived it from c1” “New percept from c1 : b”

Belief Added
“Added belief b”
New Speech Act Message

“I believe b because Alice told me” “New speech act message tell from Alice: b”

Belief Added
“Added belief b”

Belief Removed Belief Removed
“I no longer believe in b” “Removed belief b”
Belief Updated Belief Removed
“I update the belief b(1) to b(2)” “Removed belief b(1)”

Belief Added
“Added belief b(2)”

Table 1
Correspondence of Belief Events in Knowledge and Implementation level

It is important to also note that these events may not necessarily occur sequentially, there
can be interleaving events, such as a new perception of changes in the environment.

To provide a more detailed overview of this mapping process, Table 1 illustrates the mapping
of Belief related events from the Implementation level to the Knowledge level, while Table 2
illustrates the mapping of Desire and Intention related events.

5. Narratives for Users – the Domain Level

Increasing the abstraction further, we are abstracting from how is done, but we are focusing
on what we want, specifically, we don’t see how the system is behaving, we see what are the
results. From the user’s perspective, we need to have an even more abstract narrative on top
of the knowledge level that concerns the requirements and domain aspects of the system. At
this level, the narrative needs to be related to the domain specifics, similar to user stories [18],
in a way that is more related to the user level. End-users or domain experts can explore this
narrative to comprehend the system from a domain perspective. The narrative at this level
is easy to understand and more accessible to users, even without being familiar with agent
technologies or knowledge abstractions. So when the user asks for an explanation of why the



Knowledge Level Implementation Level
New Desire New Goal Created
“I have a new desire g because it is an initial
desire”

“Goal g created”

“I have a new desire g2 because it is a desire
created from g”

“Goal g2 created”

Desire Committed/Intention Created SelectPlanEvent
“I committed to desire g, and it became a new
intention 1 g”

“Plan options for g are [...] The plan se-
lected for g is g : (count(X) & (X < 3))
<- a1; !g2; a3.”

PlanSelected
“Plan g selected”

Intention Created
“Intention 1 g created, state: running”

Executed action Intention Created
“I’m executed action a1 because of intention 1
g"

“Intention 1 g created, state: running, current
step: a1

External Action Finished / Internal Action
Finished / Execute Deed
“External action / Internal Action / Deed a1 exe-
cuted”

Desire satisfied Intention Removed
“I have satisfied my desire g because its inten-
tion 1 g finished”

“Intention 1 removed, state: undefined”

Goal Removed
“Goal g removed because the goal is achieved”

Desire dropped Intention Removed
“I gave up desire g because its intention 1 g
failed”

“Intention 1 removed, state: undefined”

Goal Removed
“Goal g removed because the goal is failed”

Table 2
Correspondence of Desire and Intention Events in Knowledge and Implementation level

system does something, the answers should be related to the system’s requirements and justified
in terms of the user story and requirements, instead of the agent’s desire or belief. For building
explanations at this level, we may need to infuse knowledge about the description of the system
requirements that make it possible to design the agents, and given the behaviour of agents at
the knowledge level, we should be able to derive why some actions are done in terms of user
and domain level. We need some formalisation of the use cases, and the user stories, this could



Figure 3: Overview of the main components of the framework

be exploited by works in [18, 20].
For domain experts, this level of abstraction can support them in collaborating, reducing

the gap with developers [12], and verifying whether the developed system is consistent with
the domain specification. For end-users, this narrative can help them understand the system,
improving trust and transparency of the system. [30, 2]

This level is still being discussed and it is a future direction of the multi-level explainability
framework.

6. Prototype Implementation

To put our conceptual framework into practice, we have experimented with the development of
a prototype tool for this multi-level explanation idea, using the operation semantics of Jason as
our starting point.

The main components of the multi-level tool that we built in this project are represented in
Figure 3. Since the approach taken for creating explanations is through logging, an important
component of our tool is the logging component, which is responsible for generating the
execution trace for each entity in the system. This logging component captures events and useful
information from the system execution at the lower level and then stores them in file-based
formats that serve as the foundation for generating explanations.

A model component then includes the explanation generation algorithm, which processes
the log and generates an explanation and narrative of the system’s behaviour. This explanation
is presented to the user through a web application. Different users, such as developers, design-
ers, or end users, can access the application and explore the narrative at different levels for
understanding and analysis.

Logging component For developing the logging component1 we have extended the Jason
interpreter with customisation agent architecture that allows logging functionality. This cus-

1The logging component prototype is available at https://github.com/yan-elena/agent-logging, an example of
utilisation is presented at https://github.com/yan-elena/domestic-robot-example.

https://github.com/yan-elena/agent-logging
https://github.com/yan-elena/domestic-robot-example


Figure 4: Overall architecture of the logging component

tomisation primarily focuses on the Agent class and the AgArch, which have been extended
respectively by the classes LoggerArch and LoggerAg.

The overall architecture of the logging component is presented in Figure 4. Specifically, the
central element of this structure is the EventLogger, which orchestrates the management of
logs from all agents in the system. It is responsible for publishing the events associated with a
specific agent and subsequently saving the log to a file.

The workings of the EventLogger class exploit a map-based data structure, which houses
the event history of all agents. The individual log of a given agent is represented by the
Agent History component. The interface of this component provides methods for including
events and storing the log. Events are encapsulated by the corresponding Event interface,
which provides a uniform structure to represent different types of events. Every event at the
Implementation Level outlined in 3 is instantiated as a class that implements the Event interface,
adapting its structure to the specific characteristics of the event type.

Explanation component The explanation component2 is responsible for presenting the
explanation of the agent system on multiple levels in a comprehensible and user-friendly
manner. We opted to develop a web application for its accessibility and ease of use. This
web application serves as an interface for users to interact with and understand the complex
reasoning and behaviour of the multi-agent system. Users can navigate explanations, view
event narratives, and select the level of abstraction of the narrative.

The application provided functionality to upload the log files generated by the logging com-
ponent. With these log files, the application generates a comprehensive multi-level explanation

2The explanation component prototype is available at https://github.com/yan-elena/agent-explanation, a deployed
application can be accessed directly via this link: https://yan-elena.github.io/agent-explanation.

https://github.com/yan-elena/agent-explanation
https://yan-elena.github.io/agent-explanation


Figure 5: Web application - Narrative at the Knowledge level of the desire get(beer) of the agent owner
in the classic example of the domestic robot

following the mapping identified in the design phases. When a user selects an agent for expla-
nations, the application provides a view of all event narratives at the selected level. Figure 5
shows a narrative for the classic example of the domestic robot3 described in the Jason book [27].
The explanation of the desire get(beer) for the owner agent is shown at the Knowledge level.

In the application, there is also a component for filtering the events of interest, this function-
ality is very useful for visualising the entire life cycle of a particular event. In this case, we
have shown the desire get(beer), and by filtering events, its lifecycle is immediately shown.
In fact, we can see that the agent has an initial desire, then decides to commit it, actions are
performed to achieve the desire, and in the end, it is satisfied.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented this new idea of multi-level explanation, identified three possible
levels, and which relevant events are useful for generating the explanation while demonstrating
how it is possible to generate and map these events from one level to the next, taking as a
reference technology Jason.

In the current state, the implemented explainability tool can be used as a basis for com-
prehending multi-agent systems. However, we present below some valuable suggestions and
possible directions for research to further improve the framework.

The first main direction is to move towards the domain level that is still in the discussion phase,
as described in Section 5. We argue that to build this further level, we should include formal

3The example is available on GitHub, configured to be used with the logging component at https://github.com/
yan-elena/domestic-robot-example

https://github.com/yan-elena/domestic-robot-example
https://github.com/yan-elena/domestic-robot-example


descriptions of system requirements, use cases, and system stories for additional information
about the domain. The narrative here should provide explanations at the system level and focus
on the system requirements and objectives at the domain level.

In addition to expanding the level of abstractions, another direction is to expand the di-
mensions of explanation regarding multi-agent systems, encompassing both environment and
organisation aspects, as cited in Section 2. This expansion will involve integrating dedicated
logging components tailored to environmental artefacts and organisational specifications. We
can also apply the idea of multi-level explanation to these dimensions. For example, a low-level
explanation of the organisation can refer to the implementation and technical aspects, while an
explanation at the knowledge level could include specifications of objectives and missions.

Another direction that needs to be improved in order to achieve a more robust framework is
the integration of cause-effect relationships to sequences of events [26]. The complexity lies
in identifying the relationships between the various events, linking them and creating causal
chains. This feature further improves the explanation of the reason behind certain decisions
and allows the root cause to be traced in a robust manner which is extremely useful both for
debugging and improving the understanding of the system from a user point of view.
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